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Abstract. Growth stage (GS) is an important crop growth metric commonly used in commer-
cial farms. We focus on wheat and barley GS classification based on in-field proximal images
using convolutional neural networks (ConvNets). For comparison purposes, use of a conven-
tional machine learning algorithm was also investigated. The research includes extensive data
collection of images of wheat and barley crops over a 3-year period. During data collection,
videos were recorded during field walks at two camera views: downward looking and 45 deg
angled. The resulting dataset contains 110,000 images of wheat and 106,000 of barley taken over
34 and 33 GS classes, respectively. Three methods were investigated as candidate technologies
for the problem of GS classification. These methods were: (I) feature extraction and support
vector machine, (II) ConvNet with learning from scratch, and (III) ConvNet with transfer learn-
ing. The methods were assessed for classification accuracy using test images taken (a) in fields
on days imagined in the training data (i.e., seen field-days GS classification) and (b) in fields on
days not imagined in the training data (i.e., unseen field-days principal GS classification). Of the
three methods investigated, method III achieved the best accuracy for both classification tasks.
The model achieved 97.3% and 97.5% GS classification accuracy for seen field-day test data for
wheat and barley, respectively. The model also achieved accuracies of 93.5% and 92.2% for the
principal GS classification task for wheat and barley, respectively. We provide a number of key
research contributions: the collection curation and exposure of a unique GS labeled proximal
image dataset of wheat and barley crops, GS classification, and principal GS classification of
cereal crops using three different machine learning methods as well as a comprehensive evalu-
ation and comparison of the obtained results. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in
part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.32.3
.033014]
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1 Introduction

It is projected that in the period 2005 to 2050, food production must increase by 100% to 110%
to meet rising demand due to population growth.1 Moreover, there is increasing pressure on
producers to reduce the area of land cleared and the cost of food production. As a result, there
is a need for improved crop production management and more efficient utilization of resources.

Enhanced food production requires better decision making for crop husbandry and auto-
mated crop growth monitoring. Remote sensing can provide useful data on crop growth at the
sub-field level. However, remote sensing is currently limited in terms of spatial and temporal
accuracy, particularly in regions that are often cloudy.2 Recently, the use of in-field proximal
images coupled with computer vision3 techniques has shown promise for automatic crop growth
monitoring.4
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Growth stage (GS) is a key metric for quantifying cereal crop growth in production fields.5

GS indicates the development stage of the crop by means of a predefined numeric scale, such as
Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB),6 Zadoks,7 or Biologische
Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt and CHemical (BBCH).8 The ability to routinely estimate the
GS provides crucial input into crop growth models and help inform novel crop husbandry prac-
tices. Typically, GS is determined in the field by means of visual inspection by an agricultural
scientist (agronomist), or operator, who has sufficient knowledge of GS metrics.

Cereal crop GS estimation can benefit from the application of image processing techniques in
a number of ways. First, image data could be recorded at low cost without damaging the crops.
Field GS surveys could be collected by cameras affixed to vehicles traversing the field for the
purposes of input application,9 by low flying drones,10 or by ground-based robots.11 A point GS
estimate could be obtained from a smartphone. This GS information can then be utilized by the
farmer for decision making in regard to field inputs.

The research reported herein addresses the problem of estimation of cereal crop GS based on
in-field proximal images. The study investigates the use of machine learning algorithms for
GS classification of wheat and barley from images. The work focuses on images that are col-
lected from wheat and barley crops in downward and 45-deg-angled looking mode at a height of
around 2m above the ground. Ground truth data are collected at field level and labeled using the
Zadoks GS scale metric.7 Due to the visual complexity of crop images and growth development
stages in cereals, GS estimation by means of image processing is a challenging research
problem.12 Moreover, variations in seed rate, crop variety, soil density and dynamic weather
conditions such as wind or changes in natural lighting add to the difficulty of GS estimation from
images.

For this study, data were collected from fields in Ireland. Wheat image data were collected for
two cultivars of Costello and JB Diego winter wheat during their growing season from early
October to mid-August. Barley data were collected from two cultivars of Cassia and Infinity
winter barley during their growing season from early November to end of July. Image data with
frost or unwanted objects/particles that visually occluded the crops were manually removed from
the dataset.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first paper to investigate GS classification of
cereal crops for a wide range of GSs, including images pre and post canopy closure. In addition,
the paper investigates classification accuracy of excluding test images taken on the same day and
same field as training images. Herein, we refer to this as testing of unseen field-day data. Due to
limitations in the number of GSs in the dataset, the GSs are classified into principal GS, rather
than individual GS. In other words, the GSs are grouped into principal GS as classes. The impact
of employing principal GSs and lack of images with matching GSs in training and test sets on
classification accuracy is studied. Various experiments were carried out and the outcome of best
performing algorithm is investigated for GS classification and principal GS classification of
downward and 45-deg-angled looking images.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background and
existing approaches to the problem. Section 3 presents details of the collected image dataset for
wheat and barley. The experimental methods and results are presented in Sec. 4. A comprehen-
sive discussion and the conclusions of the work are presented in Secs. 5 and 6, respectively.

2 Background and Existing Work

A comprehensive survey in Ref. 4 presents image processing techniques reported in the literature
for extracting key cereal crop growth metrics from proximal images. One of the dominant crop
growth metrics is cereal GS. To date, little research has been done on automated estimation
of GS.

An automated image-based scheme was proposed by12 to detect two principal GSs of
corn: emergence and three-leaf stage. The study involved a small number of training samples
and employed an image segmentation method combined with affinity propagation clustering
for classification. The work achieved a classification accuracy of 96.68% for classifying
two GSs.
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A study reported in Ref. 13 investigated estimation of two distinct GSs of six wheat cultivars.
The authors employed scale invariant, low-level feature extraction, mid-level representation
(bag-of-visual-words), and a support vector machine (SVM) for classifying two GSs of wheat.
Their algorithm achieved on average 91% accuracy.

In a study described in Ref. 14, rice panicles were modeled from 2D rice images. The study
targeted mainly one stage of growth when the panicle attributes were developed. Using a mor-
phological operation, the grain area of rice panicles were extracted. The grain weight and the
correlation between the grain area and weight parameters were determined. Their algorithm
achieved 90% accuracy.

A drone-based approach was proposed in Ref. 15 for classifying four different GSs of rice.
The targeted stages were the early phase of rice growth, the vegetative growth phase, the gen-
erative growth phase, and the harvest phase. The authors employed a color histogram (leaf color
chart feature) and SVM for classifying GS. They achieved 93% accuracy for classifying four
different GSs.

Corn sprout GS estimation was investigated in Ref. 16 using red, green, and blue images,
over a diminutive period of 6 days growth. The algorithm consisted of cropping the plant region
and using a region growing approach as a function of length and time. Moreover, the plant length
was measured continuously in real time as ground truth. The authors reported measurement
accuracy by comparing the result of image processing to manual measurement counterparts
in centimetres. They achieved d ¼ 0.2 cm accuracy on average.

A recently published study by the authors of this paper17 presented GS estimation of wheat
and barley crops for prior canopy closure stages. The study used 138,000 images from 12 GSs of
wheat and 11 GSs of barley in the dataset. The GS classification task was carried out employing
three different machine learning methods: (a) a convolutional neural network (ConvNets) model
with learning from scratch, (b) a ConvNets model with transfer learning, and (c) conventional
SVM classifier. The authors reported classification accuracy of 99.8% on average while using
ConvNet with transfer learning method. Although this work was promising, it was limited to
GSs of prior canopy closure. Moreover, the classification results achieved for this research were
based only on seen field-day data, i.e., the test images were taken on the same days and in the
same fields as the training images.

The research reported herein addresses the problem of GS classification for a wide range of
GSs. The study reports the result of principal GS classification of unseen field-day test data for
both wheat and barley crops; the unseen field-day data are considered as an unbiased test set for
the classifier. The highlights, which are achieved for the principal GS classification through an
extensive series of experiments, add a remarkable value to the existing literature on automating
crop GS classification.

3 Dataset

The aim of this study is to classify wheat and barley GS using images of crops and state-of-the-
art deep neural network models.18 It has been shown that deep neural network models require
very large image datasets for training to achieve high accuracy.19 As part of this research, exten-
sive data collection was undertaken for wheat and barley crops. Overall, there are 216,000
images in the dataset from 15 different fields within Ireland. The data collection protocol is
presented in Sec. 3.1 and details of the wheat and barley dataset are provided in Secs. 3.2 and
3.3, respectively.

3.1 Data Collection Protocol

Cereal crop GS is categorized by means of pre-defined scales. Each scale assigns a value to a
recognizable crop stage. The most frequently adopted scale is Zadoks.7 The principal GSs of the
Zadoks scale are listed in Table 1.

Ground truth was determined in the field by an agricultural scientist, or operator, who had
sufficient knowledge of cereal GS metrics. GS was determined manually by comparing the
plants to the objective visual features defined in the scale.
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Table 1 Zadoks GS scale metric, including principal and minor growth stages.7

Principal GS Minor GS

00 to 09 Germination 00 - Dry seed

01 - Start of water absorption

03 - Seed fully swollen

05 - First root emerged from seed

07 - Coleoptile emerged from seed

09 - First green leaf just at tip of coleoptile

10 to 19 Seedling growth 10 - First leaf through coleoptile

11 - First leaf emerged

12 - Two leaves emerged

13 - Three leaves emerged

14 - Four leaves emerged

15 - Five leaves emerged

16 - Six leaves emerged

17 - Seven leaves emerged

18 - Eight leaves emerged

19 - Nine or more leaves emerged

20 to 29 Tillering 20 - Main stem only

21 - Main stem and one tiller

22 - Main stem and two tillers

23 - Main stem and three tillers

24 - Main stem and four tillers

25 - Main stem and five tillers

26 - Main stem and six tillers

27 - Main stem and seven tillers

28 - Main stem and eight tillers

29 - Main stem and nine or more tillers

30 to 39 Stem elongation 30 - Pseudostem

31 - First node detectable

32 - Second node detectable

33 - Third node detectable

34 - Fourth node detectable

35 - Fifth node detectable

36 - Sixth node detectable

37 - Flag leaf just visible

39 - Flag leaf ligule just visible
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Images were recorded with a DJI Osmo+ camera.20 The DJI Osmo+ includes a camera, gim-
bal, and a supporting mobile device handle. The recording was captured with 1080 pixel quality
and at 30 frames∕ sec. At each visit, the operator walked the field, along the tramlines for 3 to
6 min recording a video file of crops. Two camera poses were used: vertically downward looking
at the field and at a 45-deg declination from the horizon. The camera was held parallel to the
sowing rows of the field at a height of 2 m above the ground. In the post-processing stage, the
video frames were extracted as image files for training and testing the network. A series of
images were extracted and indexed sequentially. To ensure that no two images were the same,
frames were extracted with a minimum of 120 ms between each.

Table 1 (Continued).

Principal GS Minor GS

40 to 49 Booting 41 - Flag leaf sheath extending

43 - Boots just visible swollen

45 - Boots swollen

47 - Flag leaf sheath opening

49 - First awns visible

50 to 59 Ear emergence 51 - Tip of ear just visible

53 - Ear quarter emerged

55 - Ear half emerged

57 - Ear three quarters emerged

59 - Ear emergence complete

60 to 69 Anthesis 61 - Beginning of anthesis

65 - Anthesis half-way

69 - Anthesis complete

70 to 79 Milk development 71 - Kernel water ripe

73 - Early milk

75 - Medium milk

77 - Late milk

80 to 89 Dough development 83 - Early dough

85 - Soft dough

87 - Hard dough

90 to 99 Ripening 91- Grain hard, difficult to divide

92 - Grain hard, not dented by thumbnail

93 - Grain loosing in daytime

94 - Over-ripe straw dead and collapsing

95 - Seed dormat

96 - Viable seed giving 50% germination

97 - Secondary dormancy induced

99 - Secondary dormancy lost
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The data collected included the ground truth GS, crop cultivar, seed rate, sowing date, date of
capture, field global positioning system (GPS), brightness level, and wind speed. The data were
captured over 3 years of growing seasons from 2017 to 2019.

3.2 Wheat Dataset

The seen field-day wheat training dataset consists of 21 GS classes where each class includes
2000 images for training, 600 images for validation, and 1400 images for test purposes. These 21
classes include four classes in the seedling stage, four classes in the tillering stage, two classes in
stem elongation, two classes in ear emergence, one in anthesis, three in milk development, two in
dough development, and three in ripening. There are overall 84,000 wheat images in this dataset.
The wheat training images are from five distinct fields in Ireland and include two different cul-
tivars in Costello and JB Diego. The brightness range in the wheat training dataset varies
between 73.0 and 156.2 (AV). There are five different seed rates in the wheat training data.
The wind speed at wheat data capture time varied between 6 and 27 km∕h. Figure 1 shows
sample of wheat images from these two cultivars and various GSs.

The unseen field-day dataset, which is separate from the training data, consists of 13 GS
classes with 2000 images per class. These classes include two from the seedling stage, three
from tillering, one from stem elongation, two from ear emergence, two from milk development,
one from dough development, and two from ripening. Each class of test data includes 1000
downward and 1000 images of 45-deg-angled looking. Overall, 26,000 images of unseen
field-day wheat data are in the test dataset. The data include brightness variation from 75.9
to 168.2 (AV) and three different seed rates. The wind speed at the time of capture wheat test
data varied between 16 and 28 km∕h. The unseen field-day data are only used for testing, not
training.

Details of the wheat dataset are provided in Table 2 and the seen and unseen field-day
split is listed in Table 4(a). Information the about fields and their GPS can be found in
Table 5.

Fig. 1 Samples of wheat image from two cultivars of Costello and JB Diego. Image samples of
GS14, GS22, GS76, GS23, and GS69 are from downward set of data. Image samples of GS30,
GS55, and GS88 are from 45-deg-angled set of data.
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Table 2 Wheat training and test dataset.

Wheat

Index
Growth
stage Cultivar

Date
captured Field

Date
sowed on

Seed-rate
(kg/ha)

Min/max
brightness (AV)

Wind
(km/h)

1 11 JB Diego November 12, 2019 1 October 9, 2019 148.2 73.0/120.9 27

2 12 Costello November 1, 2018 6 October 10, 2018 156.9 75.9/134.3 20

3 14 Costello January 19, 2018 2 October 19, 2017 145.7 95.2/145.6 31

4 15 JB Diego November 30, 2018 7 October 14, 2018 150.0 85.6/129.9 20

5 16 Costello December 10, 2018 3 October 7, 2018 156.9 104.6/134.0 9

6 17 Costello February 21, 2018 2 October 19, 2017 145.7 98.2/144.8 17

7 22 Costello February 21, 2019 3 October 7, 2018 156.9 99.2/134.6 26

8 23 JB Diego February 22, 2019 7 October 14, 2018 150.0 103.6/168.2 17

9 23 JB Diego February 17, 2020 1 October 9, 2019 148.2 86.3/130.7 26

10 26 Costello April 20, 2018 2 October 19, 2017 145.7 97.5/143.3 19

11 26 JB Diego April 12, 2019 8 October 12, 2018 164.7 101.12/146.5 16

12 28 JB Diego April 6, 2019 7 October 14, 2018 150.0 111.2/165.9 21

13 29 Costello March 27, 2019 3 October 7, 2018 156.9 95.1/139.5 6

14 30 Costello May 4, 2018 2 October 19, 2017 145.7 102.4/145.6 17

15 32 JB Diego May 10, 2019 7 October 14, 2018 150.0 93.8/147.0 28

16 34 Costello May 17, 2018 2 October 19, 2017 145.7 98.6/148.3 18

17 52 JB Diego June 23, 2019 8 October 12, 2018 164.7 89.6/136.0 25

18 55 JB Diego June 10, 2020 4 October 14, 2019 167.3 95.3/145.6 21

19 57 Costello June 10, 2019 6 October 10, 2018 156.9 102.1/149.7 23

20 59 JB Diego May 14, 2019 5 October 6, 2018 152.7 82.9/141.8 19

21 69 JB Diego June 20, 2019 5 October 6, 2018 152.7 88.7/136.2 20

22 70 Costello June 26, 2019 3 October 7, 2018 156.9 105.0/145.6 26

23 71 JB Diego June 27, 2019 7 October 14, 2018 150.0 110.1/161.7 23

24 75 JB Diego June 21, 2020 4 October 14, 2019 167.3 78.3/118.0 15

25 76 Costello July 2, 2019 6 October 10, 2018 156.9 101.2/145.3 22

26 79 JB Diego July 2, 2020 4 October 14, 2019 167.3 99.2/151.3 23

27 84 JB Diego July 5, 2019 5 October 6, 2018 152.7 107.9/152.0 25

28 85 JB Diego July 12, 2019 8 October 12, 2018 164.7 90.2/146.4 22

29 88 JB Diego July 16, 2019 5 October 6, 2018 152.7 110.7/156.0 26

30 92 JB Diego July 26, 2020 4 October 14, 2019 167.3 80.6/123.1 17

31 93 Costello July 26, 2019 6 October 14, 2018 156.9 88.1/140.3 19

32 94 JB Diego August 2, 2019 5 October 6, 2018 152.7 98.6/142.3 26

33 95 JB Diego August 13, 2019 8 October 12, 2018 164.7 100.0/149.5 25

34 96 Costello August 13, 2019 3 October 7, 2018 156.9 102.5/138.7 24
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3.3 Barley Dataset

The barley seen field-day dataset includes 20 GS classes where each class includes 2000 images
for training, 600 images for validation, and 1400 images for test. These 20 classes include four
classes in the seedling stage, four classes in the tillering stage, two in stem elongation, one in
booting, two in ear emergence, one in milk development, three in the dough development, and
three in ripening. There are 80,000 barley images overall in this dataset. The barley training,
validation, and test images are from four fields and include two different cultivars of Cassia
and Infinity. The brightness range in the barley training data varies between 76.4 and 159.6
(AV). There are four different seed rates in the barley training data. The wind speed at the time
of capturing the barley training data varied between 9 and 27 km∕h. Figure 2 shows sample
barley images from these two cultivars at various GSs.

The unseen field-day barley dataset, which is separate from the seen field-day data. It
includes 13 GS classes with 2000 images per class. These classes include two from seedling,
four from tillering, two from stem elongation, two from ear emergence, one from dough develop-
ment, and two from ripening. Each class of test data includes 1000 downward and 1000 images
of 45-deg-angled looking. Overall, 26,000 images of unseen field-day barley data are in the test
dataset, which was collected from three distinct fields in Ireland. These images include bright-
ness variation from 81.2 to 157.8 (AV) and three different seed rates. The wind speed at the time
of capturing barley test data varied between 14 and 23 km∕h.

The unseen field-day data are only used for testing and not training. Details of the barley
dataset are provided in Table 3 and the seen/unseen field-day split is listed in Table 4(b).
Information about the fields and their GPS can be found in Table 5.

4 Methods and Evaluation

In this section the methods for GS estimation are described and the achieved results are pre-
sented. Section 4.1 presents the conventional machine learning algorithm with a SVM classifier.
The ConvNet with learning from scratch approach and the ConvNet with transfer learning are
presented in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

Fig. 2 Samples of barley image from two cultivars of Infinity and Cassia. Image samples are from
downward set of data.
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Table 3 Barley training and test dataset.

Barley

Index
Growth
stage Cultivar

Date
captured Field

Date
sowed on

Seed-rate
(kg/ha)

Min/max
brightness (AV)

Wind
(km/h)

1 11 Infinity November 10, 2019 9 October 7, 2019 220.3 88.0/134.8 27

2 13 Infinity November 1, 2018 13 October 3, 2018 172.6 81.2/156.7 18

3 14 Infinity November 1, 2018 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 104.6/134.5 18

4 15 Cassia November 30, 2018 14 September 22, 2018 197.3 89.6/123.0 26

5 18 Infinity November 28, 2019 11 September 27, 2019 210.7 101.5/145.7 23

6 19 Infinity December 10, 2018 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 96.4/139.7 29

7 22 Cassia February 22, 2019 14 September 22, 2018 197.3 95.2/140.5 21

8 22 Infinity February 20, 2020 9 October 7, 2019 220.3 83.3/138.3 19

9 23 Infinity February 20, 2019 13 October 3, 2018 172.6 99.6/148.2 22

10 24 Infinity February 21, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 100.4/143.5 20

11 24 Infinity February 18, 2019 15 October 7, 2018 186.3 85.2/141.6 23

12 27 Infinity April 20, 2019 13 October 3, 2018 172.6 97.1/129.0 16

13 28 Infinity March 1, 2020 11 September 27, 2019 210.7 108.5/145.2 26

14 29 Infinity March 27, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 104.2/159.6 9

15 32 Infinity May 1, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 76.4/115.9 25

16 32 Infinity May 7, 2019 13 October 3, 2018 172.6 110.3/154.3 14

17 33 Infinity May 1, 2019 15 October 7, 2018 186.3 108.3/157.8 17

18 34 Cassia May 3, 2019 12 September 16, 2018 196.1 102.0/153.3 18

19 43 Infinity May 12, 2020 11 September 27, 2019 210.7 93.7/148.2 22

20 52 Cassia May 24, 2019 12 September 16, 2018 196.1 87.2/126.1 26

21 55 Infinity June 12, 2019 13 October 3, 2018 172.6 95.6/139.2 16

22 58 Infinity June 10, 2019 15 October 7, 2018 186.3 105.0/150.6 23

23 59 Infinity June 10, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 98.5/146.3 22

24 78 Cassia June 20, 2019 12 September 16, 2018 196.1 98.6/156.6 19

25 80 Infinity June 21, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 90.0/148.6 23

26 82 Infinity June 21, 2020 9 October 7, 2019 220.3 93.5/146.0 21

27 83 Infinity July 2, 2019 13 October 3, 2018 172.6 82.6/151.4 24

28 84 Cassia June 27, 2019 12 September 16, 2018 196.1 83.0/136.3 22

29 90 Cassia July 5, 2019 12 September 16, 2018 196.1 98.6/152.6 26

30 91 Cassia July 16, 2019 14 September 22, 2018 197.3 103.4/150.0 23

31 92 Infinity July 12, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 102.0/150.6 20

32 93 Infinity July 12, 2019 15 October 7, 2018 186.3 90.6/134.2 17

33 95 Infinity July 26, 2019 10 September 20, 2018 227.5 86.2/134.4 24
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Table 4 Seen and unseen field-day test split by GS (a) wheat dataset and (b) barley dataset.

Index Growth stage Seen field-day Unseen field-day

(a) Wheat

1 11 y —

2 12 — y

3 14 y —

4 15 — y

5 16 y —

6 17 y —

7 22 y —

8 23 — y

9 23 y —

10 26 y —

11 26 — y

12 28 — y

13 29 y —

14 30 y —

15 32 — y

16 34 y —

17 52 — y

18 55 y —

19 57 — y

20 59 y —

21 69 y —

22 70 y —

23 71 — y

24 75 y —

25 76 — y

26 79 y —

27 84 y —

28 85 — y

29 88 y —

30 92 y —

31 93 — y

32 94 y —

33 95 — y

34 96 y —
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Table 4 (Continued).

Index Growth stage Seen field-day Unseen field-day

(b) Barley

1 11 y —

2 13 — y

3 14 y —

4 15 — y

5 18 y —

6 19 y —

7 22 — y

8 22 y —

9 23 — y

10 24 y —

11 24 — y

12 27 — y

13 28 y —

14 29 y —

15 32 y —

16 32 — y

17 33 — y

18 34 y —

19 43 y —

20 52 y —

21 55 — y

22 58 — y

23 59 y —

24 78 y —

25 80 y —

26 82 y —

27 83 — y

28 84 y —

29 90 y —

30 91 — y

31 92 y —

32 93 — y

33 95 y —
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4.1 SVM Classifier

GS classification of wheat and barley crops was investigated using feature extraction and an
SVM classifier.21 Blurry images were detected using a Laplacian Kernel and were removed from
dataset below a threshold of 120.22 Data were pre-processed by brightness correction.23

The best results using the SVM classifier were obtained by training on a mix of downward
and 45-deg-angled looking images in each class of data. Excess Green index features24 were
extracted from images. Data dimensionality was reduced by employing principal component
analysis. The SVM classifier was equipped with a radial basis function kernel,25 and regulari-
zation parameters of C ¼ 1.0 and γ ¼ 0.1. A five-fold cross validation scheme was applied and
1400 images per class were utilized for testing purposes. Moreover, for each crop (wheat/barley)
13 classes of unseen field-day test data were used for principal GS classification.

GS classification using the SVM classifier with input pre-processing and a mix of downward
and 45-deg-angled looking images in each class, resulted in 63.8% and 59.8% accuracy for
wheat and barley, respectively. Principal GS classification using the same classifier on unseen
field-day test data resulted in 26.4% and 29.3% accuracy rates for wheat and barley, respectively.
Table 6 presents a summary of the experimental results obtained using the SVM classifier.

4.2 ConvNet with Learning from Scratch

Two ConvNet models were trained from scratch for GS image classification and principal GS
classification of wheat and barley crops.

The first ConvNet includes five-trainable layers including three Conv layers and two dense
layers. The Conv layers (Conv2D, Conv2D-1, Conv2D-2) have 32, 64, and 64 filters respectively
and the filter size was set to 3 × 3 and the dense-layers have 1024 and 21/20 neurons for wheat/
barley, respectively.

The second ConvNet is almost identical to the first ConvNet apart from two layers of batch
normalization that are added to the network after the max-pooling layer of the first and the third
trainable layers. The following paragraphs are summarized and the equations were removed.

Table 5 Fields and their GPS coordinates.

Field number GPS County Crop

1 52.899117, −6.885672 Kildare Wheat

2 53.196834, −6.822663 Kildare Wheat

3 53.206064, −6.842477 Kildare Wheat

4 53.854804, −6.463052 Louth Wheat

5 53.840108, −6.550665 Louth Wheat

6 52.899833, −6.880663 Kildare Wheat

7 52.900737, −6.849316 Kildare Wheat

8 52.878428, −6.853076 Kildare Wheat

9 53.194527, −6.821440 Kildare Barley

10 53.208336, −6.845517 Kildare Barley

11 53.855659, −6.445509 Louth Barley

12 53.837405, −6.550965 Louth Barley

13 52.906955, −6.882233 Kildare Barley

14 53.306339, −6.528849 Kildare Barley

15 52.870509, −6.842997 Kildare Barley
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For all ConvNet experiments, an image size of 256 × 256 was employed. An image size of
125 × 125 was tested but the results were not satisfactory. The image pixel values were rescaled
to ½0;1� interval. The training data were pre-processed using the hue, saturation, value color
space, employing the brightness correction function.

Since data augmentation has proven effective in training deep learning algorithms.26 Three
different data augmentation schemes were applied to the input of the network. The data were
augmented with various in-range brightness values.27 To this end, while reading the images into
the training data-generator, the brightness range was set to produce either darker images (setting
uniform distribution values <1.0) or brighter images (by setting uniform distribution values over
1.0). See Eq. (1) for the transform equation and Table 7 for the brightness parameter setting. In
this work, the brightness range is set to ½0.7; 1.3� for data brightness augmentation

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;195x 0 ¼ xþ δ: (1)

The network was made robust,28 to 90-deg rotation ranges by data rotation augmentation.27

This method randomly rotates the image clockwise by the given angle. The affine transformation
for rotation can be found in Eq. (2). The rotation range parameter setting employed in this work
is listed in Table 7.

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;115

�
x 0

y 0

�
¼

�
zx cosðθÞ −zy sinðθÞ
zx sinðθÞ zy cosðθÞ

��
x
y

�
: (2)

Table 6 The result of GS classification and principal GS classification of unseen field-day data
using SVM classifier.

Crop
Downward/45-deg-angled

images
Data

pre-processing
GS classification
accuracy (%)

Principal GS classification
accuracy (%)

Wheat Downward No 42.1 26.4

Barley Downward No 40.6 29.3

Wheat Downward Yes 49.1 26.4

Barley Downward Yes 51.2 29.3

Wheat 45 deg angled Yes 52.9 26.4

Barley 45 deg angled Yes 50.7 29.3

Wheat Downward and 45 deg angled No 59.6 26.4

Barley Downward and 45 deg angled No 56.2 29.3

Wheat Downward and 45 deg angled Yes 63.8 26.4

Barley Downward and 45 deg angled Yes 59.8 29.3

Table 7 Description and range of values of the parameters used for brightness, rotation, and
zoom augmentation, where uða; bÞ denotes a uniform distribution.

Parameter Description Range

δ Brightness uð0.7; 1.3Þ

θ Rotation angle uð−90 deg;90 degÞ

zx Horizontal scale uð0.7; 1.3Þ

zy Vertical scale uð0.7; 1.3Þ
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Zoom augmentation27 was exerted on the training data by employing a scale range of
½0.7; 1.3�. The affine transform for zoom augmentation complies with Eq. (2) and the parameter
settings of horizontal and vertical scale were obtained from Table 7. This function randomly
produces images that are zoomed in for values <1.0 (interpolates original image pixel values)
and zoomed out for values greater than 1.0 (add new pixel values around the original image).

The input for each class of data includes 50% downward and 50% angled images. The test
data were classified in the principal GS range without any pre-processing.

An extensive series of experiments were carried out to find the best performing ConvNet with
learning from scratch model and input format for the GS classification and principal GS clas-
sification task. The results demonstrate an improvement when employing the ConvNet with
batch normalization layers. Moreover, including input pre-processing and data augmentation
was proven to play an important role for both the classification and principal GS classification
tasks using this network, see Table 8.

The best average results for barley and wheat using the ConvNet learned from scratch includ-
ing batch normalization, input pre-processing, and data augmentation is 95.9% GS classification
accuracy, and principal GS classification accuracy of 75.3%.

4.3 ConvNet with Transfer Learning

The ConvNet with transfer learning approach seeks to transfer knowledge from a source task to a
target task. The network’s pre-trained parameters from the source task are re-purposed for a
target task within a similar or related domain. The concept of transfer learning relaxes the urgent
requirement of having the ConvNet trained on a large independent and identically distributed
dataset.

The following paragraphs are summarized and the description of experiments are removed.
The Visual Geometry Group ConvNets has provided a reliable base for numerous image

recognition systems since its introduction in 2014.29 In this work, Visual Geometry Group-
19 was employed as a basis for transfer learning, with 19 weight layers of 16 Conv and three
fully connected (FC) layers. The network is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset and the knowl-
edge can be transferred at any layer of the network for the new classification task. To acquire the
best architecture for setting trainable and non-trainable layers for the classification problem at
hand, five different experiments were tested. The experiment models of E1 to E5 are listed in
Table 9, including non-trainable and trainable layers and parameters.

The input for each class of data includes 50% downward and 50% angled images. Similar to
the data preparation of ConvNet with learning from scratch (presented in Sec. 4.2), pre-

Table 8 Overall performance of the ConvNet trained from scratch for GS classification on test
data and principal GS classification on unseen field-day test data for wheat and barley crops.
There are three different experiments: whether (a) the network includes batch normalization
layers, (b) the input data is a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images, and (c) training
includes pre-processing and data augmentation

Crop (a) (b) (c)
GS classification
accuracy (%)

Principal GS classification
accuracy (%)

Wheat No No No 88.6 42.3

Barley No No No 88.2 41.4

Wheat Yes No No 90.3 49.1

Barley Yes No No 91.1 52.3

Wheat No Yes Yes 92.1 70.3

Barley No Yes Yes 92.7 68.3

Wheat Yes Yes Yes 95.4 73.4

Barley Yes Yes Yes 96.5 77.2
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processing and data augmentation were applied to the training data of this network. The training
data are augmented for brightness27 in range ½0.7; 1.3�, rotation in the range 90 deg28 and zoom
augmentation with scale in the range ½0.7; 1.3�.27 The test data were classified in the principal GS
range without any pre-processing or data augmentation.

Among the aforementioned experiments, Experiment E4 achieved the best GS classification
accuracy, with 15 non-trainable Conv-layers, including the last Conv-layer and four FC-layers of
1024, 512, 256, 21/20 nodes as trainable layers. The input setting for this practice includes data
pre-processing, data augmentation and a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled images in each
class of data.

The result from Experiments E1 to E5 were investigated to choose the best transfer learning
model, Fig. 3. The accuracies for experiment E1 are 76.2% and 73.4% for wheat and barley
respectively, these increased to 99.1% and 99.7% in experiment E4. Moving deeper by training
the network with another trainable ConvNet layer, accuracy drops slightly to 98.1% and 98.3%
for wheat and barley, respectively. This is a costly drop in accuracy as the number of trainable
parameters doubles from ∼3.5 to ∼6 million.

Table 9 Series of experiments to find the best-performing transfer learning method, the table
includes the description and number of trainable parameters.

EXP

Model layers 21 classes of wheat 20 classes of barley

Non-trainable
layers Trainable layers

No. of total
parameters

No. of trainable
parameters

No. of total
parameters

No. of trainable
parameters

E1 16 Conv layers Two FC layers 20,571,221 546,837 20,570,196 545,812

E2 16 Conv layers Three FC layers 21,085,269 1,060,885 21,084,756 1,060,372

E3 16 Conv layers Four FC layers 21,211,221 1,186,837 21,210,964 1,186,580

E4 15 Conv layers One Conv layer and 21,211,221 3,546,645 21,210,964 3,546,388
Four FC layers

E5 14 Conv layers Two Conv layers and 21,211,221 5,906,453 21,210,964 5,906,196
Four FC layers

Fig. 3 GS classification accuracy rate, including network’s number of trainable parameters for
each experiment. Model trained on (a) wheat and (b) barley data.
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It is shown that experiment E4 resulted in the best performance with a reasonable number of
trainable parameters. Hence it was used as the base model for training and testing the GS
classification.

The results obtained for the various methods of GS classification and principal GS classi-
fication employing experiment E4 are presented in Table 10.

The first two rows of Table 10 present the results of training with single mode data (either
angled or downward looking images) with no pre-processing or data augmentation. The result of
GS classification using these inputs is fairly good with 93.6% and 92.4% accuracy for wheat and
barley, respectively. However, principal GS classification using the aforementioned trained net-
work does not yield good results for unseen field-day data; generating principal GS classification
accuracy of 73.1% and 70.4% for wheat and barley, respectively.

The next series of experiments involved training the transfer learning network using pre-
processed data with brightness correction. The network classifies GSs with almost the same
accuracy rates as the previous experiment. However principal GS classification improved notice-
ably reaching 77.6% and 75.3% accuracy for wheat and barley, respectively.

Including input data augmentation as well as pre-processing brings about higher GS clas-
sification and principal GS classification accuracies. The results show 95.3% and 93.1% accu-
racy for wheat and barley GS classification. Moreover the principal GS classification progressed
positively and achieved 83.8% and 85.2% accuracy for wheat and barley, respectively.

Finally, including downward and 45-deg-angled images in each class of data for training was
considered. The input data were pre-processed and augmented as well. A significant improvement
was noticed in both classification accuracy rates and the number of images from each class correctly
classified in their corresponding principal GSs. Employing this input setting to transfer learning, the
network achieved 97.3% and 97.5% GS classification accuracy rates and principal GS classification
accuracies of 93.5% and 92.2% were achieved for wheat and barley, respectively, see Table 10.

For both GS classification and principal GS classification tasks, the network architecture of
experiment E4 trained on a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images in each class,
including pre-processing and data augmentation, achieved the best results. The confusion matri-
ces for principal GS classification of wheat and barley unseen field-days data are presented in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

5 Discussion

Of the three methods considered, the ConvNet with transfer learning including data pre-process-
ing and a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking for training, resulted in the best GS

Table 10 Overall performance of ConvNet with transfer learning experiment E4, for GS classi-
fication and principal GS classification of wheat and barley. There are three different experiments:
whether (a) the input data is a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images, (b) training
data includes pre-processing, and (c) training data includes data augmentation.

Crop (a) (b) (c)
GS classification
accuracy (%)

Principal GS classification
accuracy (%)

Wheat No No No 93.6 73.1

Barley No No No 92.4 70.4

Wheat No Yes No 93.7 77.6

Barley No Yes No 92.1 75.3

Wheat No Yes Yes 95.3 83.8

Barley No Yes Yes 93.1 85.2

Wheat Yes Yes Yes 97.3 93.5

Barley Yes Yes Yes 97.5 92.2
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Fig. 4 (a) Wheat and (b) barley, principal GS classification employing ConvNet with transfer learn-
ing experiment E4, presented in confusion matrix of actual GSs on left and the classified principal
GS range at top.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the GS classification accuracy for three different methods of (I) feature
extraction and SVM classifier, (II) ConvNet with learning from scratch, and (III) ConvNet with trans-
fer learning experiment E4, employed on wheat and barley data. The accuracy achieved for each
method averaged over test downward and 45-deg-angled images and is reported in different prac-
tices of (a), (b), and (c) as follows: (a) experiment with no data pre-processing, (b) experiment with
data pre-processing, and (c) experiment with data pre-processing and mix of downward and
45-deg-angled looking input images.
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classification accuracy for both wheat and barley crops. As shown in Fig. 5, image pre-process-
ing together with a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images for training, produced
the best classification accuracy for each method.

The evaluation of principal GS classification shows that of the three methods, the ConvNet
with transfer learning achieved the highest accuracy. The principal GS classification accuracies
achieved for wheat and barley crops using this method was 93.5% and 92.2%, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6, image pre-processing together with a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled
looking images as the input for training produced the best principal GS classification for each
method.

The result of principal GS classification for 13-classes (26,000 images of unseen field-day) of
wheat is presented in the confusion matrix, Fig. 4(a). The accuracy achieved for wheat principal
GS classification was 93.5%.

Likewise, the result of principal GS classification for 13-classes (26,000 images of unseen
field-day) of barley is presented in the confusion matrix in Fig. 4(b). The accuracy achieved for
barley principal GS classification was 92.2%.

6 Conclusion

Evaluation of three different machine learning methods along with three methods of crop GS
classification of wheat and barley are presented in this paper.

Of the three methods, the ConvNet with transfer learning including data pre-processing and a
mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking for training, resulted in the best GS classification
accuracy for both wheat and barley crops. As shown in Fig. 5, image pre-processing together
with a mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images for training, produced the best clas-
sification accuracy for each method.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the principal GS classification accuracy for three different methods of (I)
feature extraction and SVM classifier, (II) ConvNet with learning from scratch, and (III)
ConvNet with transfer learning experiment E4, employed on wheat and barley unseen field-day
data. The accuracy achieved for each method averaged over test downward and 45-deg-angled
images and is reported in different practices of (a), (b), and (c) as follows: (a) experiment with
no data pre-processing, (b) experiment with data pre-processing, and (c) experiment with data
pre-processing and mix of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images.
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Moreover, the evaluation of principal GS classification showed that of the three methods, the
ConvNet with transfer learning achieved the highest accuracy. The principal GS classification
accuracy achieved for wheat and barley crops using this method was 93.5% and 92.2%, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 6, image pre-processing together with a mix of downward and 45-deg-
angled looking images as the input for training produced the best principal GS classification for
each method.

The results of classification of downward and 45-deg-angled images show that the ConvNets
yielded higher classification accuracy for angled looking images, see Fig. 7(a). Principal GS
classification also demonstrated a similar trend of yielding better principal GS classification
accuracy for angled looking images while employing ConvNet models, see Fig. 7(b).

Detailed evaluation of principal GS classification results for various GSs of wheat shows that
except for downward images of GS32, unseen field-day data were classified in their principal
GSs with acceptable accuracy. Likewise, evaluation of principal GS classification results for
various GSs of barley shows that downward images of GS32 has the worst of the principal
GS classification results. GS32 is the stage in which the canopy closure happens and leaf area
index (LAI) reaches its saturation point.

The key novel contributions of this work include development of a unique labeled dataset of
proximal images of wheat and barley crop GSs, GS classification of cereal crops using ConvNet
with transfer learning, ConvNet with learning from scratch, and SVM classifier. Moreover, this
research is the first comparison of these methods for the problem of cereal GS classification.

In future work, the existing image dataset could be augmented by employing state-of-the art
image synthesis algorithms, such as texture synthesis, image super resolution,30 and generative
adversarial networks.31 Although our existing dataset is large enough for training neural net-
works, it only includes two variety of the crops. Perhaps a larger dataset including more crop
varieties could further improve the principal GS classification.

The comparison of results with different data types to determine the best performing model
shows that including images with two different camera views boosts the performance of principal
GS classification dramatically. Hence, a more robust trained network may be obtained using
training images from several camera view angles.

An unsupervised learning algorithm, such as an unsupervised deep learning algorithm,32

could be used for GS classification. The trained network for GS classification of wheat and
barley crops may be applicable to GS classification of other cereal crops with similar visual
GSs, such as rye, triticale, and oats.

Data Availablity

The data that supports the findings of this study are available from “CONSUS Program and
Origin Enterprises Plc” repository but restrictions apply to the availability of these data, which

Fig. 7 Employing best practices of method (I) feature extraction and SVM classifier, (II) ConvNet
with learning from scratch, and (III) ConvNet with transfer learning experiment E4 for (a) GS clas-
sification of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images. (b) Principal GS classification of
unseen field-day test data of downward and 45-deg-angled looking images.
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were used under license number (16/SPP/3296) for the current study and so are not publicly
available. Data are, however, available from the authors upon reasonable request and with per-
mission from “CONSUS Program and Origin Enterprises Plc” authorities. If you require any
further information, please do not hesitate to contact the author by email.
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